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Objectives 
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▪ Demonstrate an approach to decreasing serious safety 

events that is effective in large hospitals, critical access 

communities, and outpatient clinics. 

▪ Identify strategies that can work to support a culture of safety.

▪ Discuss barriers to implementing effective action plans 

resulting from a Root Cause Analysis and strategies to 

overcoming them. 
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What Guides Us: Our Guiding Principles

Safety is #1

Safety is everyone’s job. 100% Perfect Care, Zero Harm is everyone’s primary 

motivator, above all else. The singular focus on safe patient care brings real change 

that’s sustainable.

Redefining Possible

To better serve our patients and communities, we are redefining possible for 

PeaceHealth with the vision to develop and implement systems that achieve 100% 

Perfect Care, Zero Harm.

A Just Culture

As a just culture we understand that to err is human. We are committed to designing 

systems that prevent human error from causing patient harm and enable all of us to 

succeed.
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Our first step: understanding our current state
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Our approach: Go and See to understand 

▪ Started by “going and seeing”

▪ 34 patient harm RCA cases reviewed 

– Evenly distributed across large hospitals, 

critical access hospitals and the medical group

– “Go-see” teams in the different facilities 
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Current state value stream map

October 2017
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Future state targets (outcome measures)

▪ Achieve lead time of 1 month (local action plan 

implementation) by April 2019

▪ Zero repeat SSEs across the system by April 2019

▪ Improve our culture of safety staff engagement survey 

measure from 3.79 to 3.84 by July 2018
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Future state key features – process measures

• Safety STOP called on discovery

• Immediate response (10 minutes)
• Immediate countermeasures 

• RCA within 72 hrs

• Implementation (10 days of RCA)

• Verification and validation (20 days of 
implementation)

• Closure Huddle (33 days of event)

• Spread (63 days of event)
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Future state – reduction in waste

• Improve response and management of safety concerns 

• Reduced lead time 

• Eliminates waste of waiting

• 100% perfect care, zero harm

• Reduction in defects

• Improvement in quality

• Immediate countermeasures

• Reduction in rework and over-processing (solving the same 
issue more than once)
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Idea generation – FECRS

Redefining Possible

To better serve our patients and communities, we are redefining 
possible for PeaceHealth with the vision to develop and implement 
systems that achieve 100% Perfect Care, Zero Harm.

▪ Fix

▪ Eliminate

▪ Combine / Co-locate / Coordinate

▪ Rearrange / Re-sequence

▪ Simplify
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What is Safety STOP? 

▪ All caregivers & providers are empowered to “stop the line” 

– Immediate leadership support and response

– Countermeasures identified and implemented

▪ If prioritization indicates, may result in 

root cause analysis (RCA)

▪ Based on concepts from lean and Toyota

Management System 
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Our timeline

▪ Multiple kaizens including hospitals, clinics, critical access: 

– Event response (stop the line)

– Root cause analysis within 72 hrs

– Action plan implementation within 10 days and evidence of 

effectiveness

– Spread of improvements across system (still a challenge)

– Disclosure and Care for the caregivers 
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When is a Safety STOP activated? 
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▪ Any Unsafe Circumstance that could 
result in harm.

▪ Never 29 Events –Serious safety events 
defined by the National Quality Forum.

▪ Delays in Treatment that results in 
serious harm or death, or could have.

▪ Equipment or Facility Failure that 
requires escalation.

▪ Sterile Processing Failure.
▪ Any event that impacts 3 or more 

patients.



Standard work for all roles, centrally located

Operator standard work instruction template licensed to PeaceHealth by Moss Adams/Rona Consulting Group. 

Template copyrighted by Rona Consulting Group.
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Tools to guide the work
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Handoff Huddle 
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RCA 

▪ RCA block times

▪ Standard invitees

▪ Safe, blame free environment

▪ One or two latent roots

▪ Limited action items
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Action Plans 

▪ Action plan is developed during the RCA

▪ Action plan visibility

▪ Includes:

– Action items

– Verification/Validation

– Metrics

▪ Leader rounding
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Closing the Loop 

▪ Closure huddle held following action plan implementation

– Goal is 33 days after event

▪ Caregivers involved are recognized
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Where are we now?  

▪ July ’18 Culture of Safety score:
3.86 (beyond the goal of 3.84)

▪ Process Measures:

▪ Weekly review of RCA barriers at 
System Tier 1 huddle 

▪ Twice-weekly System Escalation 
Huddle
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Measure Baseline Today

Event to RCA with  

approved action plan

58.2 days 3.5 days

Event to Action Plan Closure 9+ months 39 days
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July 2018: All acute 

care hospitals are live

Nov 2018: All hospitals 

and clinics are live

Mar 2018: All settings are live 

(incl. all home health)

Jan 2018: First two settings 

go live with Safety STOP 
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Ancillary successes and learnings

▪ Leadership rounding at the front line

– Humble Inquiry (Edgar Schein) in practice 

▪ Escalation huddle work – all system owners represented on the call 

– Receive escalation – 165 escalated, 116 closed

– Status updates on ongoing issues

– Advisement of issues common across the system 

▪ Communities pulled for Safety STOP

– Such eagerness was not common at that time
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Key learnings, cont.

▪ Key to success:  Servant 

leadership and humility in 

coaching

▪ The miracle of Tier 1

– Line of sight; visibility; 

transparency

– System COO and CMO following 

Standard Work; coaching kata
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